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Abstract
The distinct elements problem is one of the fundamental problems in streaming algorithms — given
a stream of integers in the range {1, . . . , n}, we wish to provide a (1 + ε) approximation to the number
of distinct elements in the input. After a long line of research an optimal solution for this problem with
constant probability of success, using O( 1
ε2
+lgn) bits of space, was given by Kane, Nelson and Woodruff
in 2010.
The standard approach used in order to achieve low failure probability δ is to take the median of
lg δ−1 parallel repetitions of the original algorithm. We show that such a multiplicative space blow-up
is unnecessary: we provide an optimal algorithm using O( lg δ
−1
ε2
+ lg n) bits of space — matching known
lower bounds for this problem. That is, the lg δ−1 factor does not multiply the lgn term. This settles
completely the space complexity of the distinct elements problem with respect to all standard parameters.
We consider also the strong tracking (or continuous monitoring) variant of the distinct elements
problem, where we want an algorithm which provides an approximation of the number of distinct elements
seen so far, at all times of the stream. We show that this variant can be solved using O( lg lgn+lg δ
−1
ε2
+lgn)
bits of space, which we show to be optimal.
1 Introduction
Estimating the number of distinct elements in the data stream is one of the first, and one of the most
fundamental problems in streaming algorithms. In this problem, we observe a data stream, i.e. a sequence
of elements x(1), x(2), . . . , x(T ) ∈ {1, . . . n}, and we wish to provide a (1+ε)-approximation for the number of
distinct elements in this sequence, using small space S. This can be trivially achieved with O(min(n, T lg n))
bits of memory by either storing all elements encountered in the stream, or by storing a bitmask, keeping
a single bit for every possible element of the universe. We wish to provide a probabilistic algorithm using
significantly smaller space (allowing for small failure probability).
This problem was first studied by Flajolet and Martin in their seminal paper [FM83] in FOCS 1983,
which started a long line of research on subsequently improved algorithms [AMS96, BJK+02, GT01, DF03,
EVF06, FFGM07, Gib01].
Kane, Nelson and Woodruff in 2010 [KNW10] proposed an optimal algorithm for counting the number of
distinct elements in the stream with failure probability 13 — their algorithm provided an (1+ε) approximation
to the a number of distinct elements using O( 1ε2 + lgn) bits — the matching lower bound has been shown
prior to this [Woo04, AMS96, BC09]. The standard black-box method of reducing the failure probability
of estimation algorithm of this kind is to repeat it independently O(lg δ−1) times in parallel, and use the
median of reported answers as the final estimation. This method, applied to the algorithm mentioned above,
uses O(lg δ−1( 1ε2 + lg n)) bits of space.
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On the other hand, Jayram and Woodruff in [JW13] developed a technique for proving lower bounds
for streaming problems in the high success probability regime. Their technique allowed them to show that
for number of natural streaming problems the naive repetition method is optimal — for example this is
the case for estimation of the ℓp pseudonorm (with p ∈ [0, 2]) of frequency vector in the so called strict
turnstile streaming model. In the same paper they proved a lower bound for the distinct elements problem
of form Ω( lg δ
−1
ε2 ). For constant ε, this left a gap between an upper bound O(lg δ−1 lg n) and lower bound
Ω(lg n+ lg δ−1).
It was known that one should not expect a lower bound Ω(lg δ−1 lgn) for this problem. Already [KNW10]
showed that for some constant ε, one can achieve failure probability δ = 1poly lgn using only O(lg n) bits,
and in [JW13] it was observed that for every constant ε there is an algorithm using O(lg n) bits with failure
probability δ = lg lgnlgn . In this paper we completely resolve the question about space complexity of the
distinct elements problem in the high success probability regime, showing that the Jayram, Woodruff lower
bound was optimal.
Continuous monitoring Recently, the space complexity of tracking problems in data streams has been
considered — namely we say that streaming algorithm provides strong tracking of a statistic f of the input
stream, if after every update it reports quantity f˜ such that
P(∀t, (1 − ε)f (t) ≤ f˜ (t) ≤ (1 + ε)f (t)) > 1− δ.
The first result of this form that we are aware of, was proven in [KNW10] as a subroutine for non-
tracking estimation of distinct elements. They showed that one can achieve tracking of F0 with some constant
approximation factor, using O(lg n) bits of space. The question whether one can achieve strong tracking
without the naive union bound over all positions of the stream was explicitly asked later in [HTY14], where
they also proposed an algorithm for estimation of the ℓp-pseudonorm of the frequency vector, for p ∈ (0, 2].
Their algorithm yields improvement over the baseline approach for very long input streams lg T = ω(lg n).
The strong tracking of ℓ2 has been later improved in [BCWY16, BCI
+17], where interesting results are
achieved even in the more standard regime of parameters, with n and T that are polynomially related. They
showed that one can solve strong tracking of ℓ2 using O( lg n lg lg Tε2 ) bits, as compared to naive bound of form
O( lg n lg Tε2 ). The improved algorithm for strong tracking of ℓp with 0 < p < 2 was provided in [BDN17].
Our contribution. We provide an optimal streaming algorithm for the distinct elements problem in
the high probability regime, using O(lg n + lg δ−1ε2 ) bits of space. This result completely settles the space
complexity of this problem with respect to all standard parameters.
We also show a strong tracking algorithm for the distinct elements with space O(lg n + lg δ−1+lg lgnε2 ),
together with a matching lower bound — we prove that Ω( lg lgnε2 ) term is necessary. The Ω(
lg δ−1
ε2 + lg n)
lower bound was already known even for the easier non-tracking version of the distinct elements problem.
This is a first matching lower bound for any strong tracking problem, where the non-trivial algorithm is
achievable. This shows a separation between the traditional estimation problem and strong tracking variation
when ε = o(
√
lg lgn
lgn ). On the other hand, in the regime ε = Ω(
√
lg lgn
lgn ) the strong tracking problem is not
harder than one-shot estimation (up to constant factors).
The update time of our algorithm is poly(lg n, lg δ−1). The only bottleneck is the pseudorandom con-
struction described in Section 8. In particular, by substituting this construction with a random walk over
an expander graph of super-constant degree, it is possible to achieve update time O(lg δ−1 + lg lgn), with
slightly worse space complexity O( lg δ−1ε2 + lg δ−1 lg lgn+ lgn).
2 Notation
For a natural number m, by [m] we denote set {1, . . .m}. For a finite set A, by #A ∈ Z or |A| we denote the
cardinality of A. For X ∈ [2n], we will write X¯ ∈ {0, 1}n to be a bit representation of X . For a bitvector
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y ∈ {0, 1}n we denote |y| = #{i : yi = 1}. For two bitvectors x, y, we take x∨y ∈ {0, 1}n to be the bitvector
with (x ∨ y)j = 1 if and only if xi = 1 or yi = 1.
In the paper n will be used to denote the size of the universe from which the elements in the input
stream are chosen, T — the length of the stream, and x(1), x(2), . . . x(t) ∈ [n] are those elements. Set
S(t) := {x(1), . . . x(t)} to be the set of all distinct elements seen up to a time step t, and F (t)0 := #S(t).
Throughout the paper we use notation A . B, to denote the existence of an absolute constant C such
that A ≤ CB, where A and B themselves may depend on a number of parameters. We write A ≃1+ε B to
denote (1− ε)B ≤ A ≤ (1 + ε)B.
3 Overview of our approach
3.1 Constant factor approximation with high probability
The main goal of Section 4 is to show a streaming algorithm that provides an O(1)-approximation to the
number of distinct elements at all times in the stream (i.e. O(1)-strong tracking), with probability 1 − δ
using optimal space O(lg n+ lg δ−1) bits. That is, we want to provide estimate F˜0(t), such that
P
(
∀t, 1
C
F
(t)
0 ≤ F˜ (t)0 ≤ CF (t)0
)
> 1− δ
where F
(t)
0 is a number of distinct elements on the input among x
(1), . . . x(t).
Note that in this regime of parameters, if one has an algorithm estimating number of distinct elements
using space complexity O(lg n + lg δ−1), one can set δ = δ′/n, and apply a union bound over all insertions
to the stream, to get a strong tracking algorithm for the same problem with failure probability δ′ and space
complexity O(lg n+ lg δ−1). As such, we can without loss of generality focus on the strong tracking version,
and this stronger guarantee is going to be useful in order to ensure that the algorithm can be implemented
using small space.
To discuss the main idea behind our approach, for the sake of presentation we will first consider a random
oracle model — here we assume that the algorithm is augmented with the access to a uniformly random
function R : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} (all the values of R are uniform and independent); in particular the space
to store such a function does not count towards the space complexity of the algorithm, and the failure
probability is understood over a selection of the oracle. For space complexity of such an algorithm, we will
count only the amount of information passed between observations of elements from the input stream; we
are allowed to use larger space to process an element from the input. This allows us to talk in a meaningful
way about space complexity o(lg n), even though any single element in the stream already take Θ(lgn) bits
to store.
Let us start with discussion on how to design an algorithm using O(lg lgn+ lg δ−1) bits of space in the
random oracle model. It is well-known that given access to a random hash function h : [n]→ {0, 1}lgn, if we
fix some set S ⊂ [n], then Xˆ := maxs∈S lsb(h(s)) is such that 2Xˆ is a constant factor approximation to |S|
with probability 2/3, where lsb is the least-significant-bit function [FM83]. Indeed, to argue that this is true,
we can consider subsets Sk ⊂ S given by Sk := {s ∈ S : lsb(h(s)) ≥ k} — every such subset corresponds to
sub-sampling S by a factor 2k, and we should expect that the last non-empty set Sk is the one corresponding
to sub-sampling by a factor roughly 1|S| = 2
− lg |S|.
We can repeat an estimator Xˆ constructed above O(lg δ−1) times independently in parallel and take
median, in order to achieve achieve O(lg δ−1 lg lgn) bit complexity for failure probability δ under the ran-
dom oracle model. To improve this construction to O(lg lgn + lg δ−1) bits, let us take O(lg lg n + lg δ−1)
independent estimators as above. Instead of storing all those estimators Xˆk independently, we can store
the median (which takes O(lg lgn) bits), and deviations Xˆi − median({Xˆ1, . . . Xˆw}). One can show that
with high probability at all times throughout the stream the median is a good estimator of the number of
distinct elements seen so far, and moreover — because the deviations Xˆi − lg |S| are random variables that
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are extremely well concentrated around zero — on average over all the counters we will use constant number
of bits per counter to store all deviations from median, at all time steps.
Getting rid of the random oracle assumption is much more technical — without access to the random
oracle, it is known ([AMS96]) that one can use a pairwise independent hash function h : [n] → {0, 1}lgn
to get a constant success probability — and a seed to such a hash function can be stored using O(lg n)
bits. This, together with median over parallel repetitions of the estimator, yields simple O(lg n lg δ−1) space
algorithm with failure probability δ.
To improve upon that, we can observe that in this setting it is not necessary for all the O(lg lg n+lg δ−1)
estimators to use independent seeds for the underlying pairwise-independent hash functions hi. Instead, we
can consider a fully explicit constant degree expander graph, with the set of vertices [N ] corresponding to
the set of seeds for pairwise independent hash functions. We would choose the first seed for h1 uniformly
at random, but subsequent seeds are chosen by a random walk over this expander graph. In such a way,
we can succinctly store all the seeds using O(lg δ−1 + lgn)-bits of space, and the standard Chernoff-bounds
for expander walks [Vad12, Theorem 4.22] imply that median of estimators generated in such a way is still
constant factor approximation for the number of distinct elements, except with small failure probability δ.
This yields an algorithm with space complexity O(lg n+lg lg n lg δ−1), if we store Xˆi explicitly — still falling
short of our goal of O(lg n+ lg δ−1) bits of space.
Unfortunately, we cannot argue, as before in the random oracle model, that we can succinctly store all
counters Xˆi generated via such an expander walk by considering the median and deviations from the median
separately — sufficiently strong concentration bounds are not true for a constant degree expander walk.
Instead, inspired by the construction of a sampler in [Mek17], we show that by composing a number of
pseudorandom objects (i.e. pairwise independent hash functions, short walks over super-constant expander
graphs, averaging samplers obtained from the celebrated construction of strong extractors [Zuc97], and
standard sub-sampling methods), we can generate w = Θ(lgn + lg δ−1) estimators in total, divided into
groups of estimators. More concretely, we produce wlgw groups of estimators, such that each group has
about lgw estimators, and with the probability 1 − exp(−Ω(w)) = 1 − δ for at least half of the groups the
median yields a good estimation of F0 at all times, while simultaneously the “good” groups take at all times
O(1)-bits on average per estimator to store, if we store estimators within a group by storing separately the
median and deviations from the median, as discussed above.
It is essential for this argument that size of each group w1 = O(lgw) is greater than C lg lgn— intuitively,
if we consider a random group of such a size, the probability that we need too many bits to store compactly
such a group at any fixed step t is bounded by exp(−Ω(w1)) = 1polylog(n) , and therefore we can union bound
over all O(lg n) positions where F0 grows by factor of two, without affecting the failure probability too much.
The details of this pseudorandom construction are presented in Section 8. This is the main technical
difficulty in proving the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There is a streaming algorithm with space complexity O(lg n+lg δ−1) bits, that with probability
1−δ reports a constant factor approximation to number of distinct elements in the stream after every update.
This space complexity is optimal [AMS96, JW13].
The algorithm could be significantly simplified, and would mimic exactly the algorithm in the random
oracle scenario, if we had an explicit sampler satisfying the following guarantee, with seed length s =
O(w + lgn). In the following definition Unif(S) denotes the uniform probability distribution over a set S.
Definition 2 (Sub-gaussian sampler). Function Γ : {0, 1}s × [w] → [n] is called a sub-gaussian sampler if
and only if for every f : [n]→ R satisfying PX∼Unif([n])(|f(X)| > λ) < exp(−λ2), we have
P
S∼Unif({0,1}s)
(
∑
i≤w
f(Γ(S, i)) > Cw) < exp(−Ω(w)).
We consider existence of explicit samplers like this with seed length O(w + lg n) to be an interesting
question on its own in the area of pseudorandomness, that will likely have many other applications 1. In
1Non-constructive existence of samplers like that can be proven using probabilistic method, and reduction to γ-Strong
samplers similar to Lemma 36.
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fact for black-box derandomization of the random oracle algorithm described in this section it is enough to
have sampler for functions with stronger tail probabilities — it is enough for it to apply to functions with
doubly exponential tails P(|f(X)| > λ) < exp(−eλ).
Remark 3. The update time of this algorithm is O(poly(lg δ−1, lgn)). The only bottleneck is the pseu-
dorandom construction we are using. If we give up on succinctly storing estimates Xˆ
(t)
i , and store them
explicitly, we can replace this pseudorandom construction with a single random walk over constant degree
expander graph. There are expander graphs that allow evaluation of the neighbour function in constant time
[GG81]. Such a modification would give an algorithm using slightly worse space O(lg n+ lg δ−1 lg lg n), but
O(lg δ−1 + lg lg n) update time for strong tracking F0 with constant factor approximation.
It is possible to carry this construction over to our subsequent result, achieving O(lg δ−1( 1ε2 +lg lgn)+lgn)
bits of space for high accuracy regime, and O(lg δ−1 lg lgnε2 + lg n) bits of space for tracking, all with update
time O(lg lg n+ lg δ−1).
3.2 High accuracy regime
In Section 5 we discuss how to use the previous construction to achieve a high accuracy estimation of the
number of distinct elements, with probability 1− δ. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. For every ε, δ there is an algorithm using O( lg δ−1ε2 + lg n) bits, which, at the end of the stream
reports 1 + ε approximation to the number of distinct elements, with probability 1− δ.
Remark 5. [AMS96, JW13] This space complexity is optimal — every algorithm that estimates number of
distinct elements up to a (1 + ε) factor with probability 1− δ needs to use space at least Ω( lg δ−1ε2 + lg n) bits.
Given ideas in the work of Kane et al. [KNW10] and results obtained in the previous section, getting
correct dependence on the error parameter ε is routine, although somewhat tedious.
We consider separately two ranges of parameters: if ε <
(
1
lgn
)1/4
, the KNW algorithm (given access as a
black-box to the strong tracking with some constant approximation), using space O( 1ε2 ) and O(lg n) random
bits has probability 23 of providing (1 + ε) approximation to the number of distinct elements — since ε is
small here, the space budget O( 1ε2 ) is large enough for the analysis to work. We can instantiate O(lg δ−1)
parallel copies of this algorithm, providing them access to the same strong-tracker with failure probability
δ/2. Naively, we would have to store O(lg n lg δ−1) random bits in order to do this, each instance of KNW
algorithm is using O(lg n) random bits — to reduce the amount of randomness necessary, we pick them using
a walk over a constant-degree expander graph. That is, random bits for first instance of a KNW algorithm
are completely uniform, but bits for subsequent runs of KNW are chosen by following a random edge of
an expander graph. We can use standard Chernoff-bounds for expander walks, as in [Gil98], to show that
failure probability of such an algorithm is still at most δ.
On the other hand, if ε >
(
1
lgn
)1/4
, we can assume without loss of generality that lg δ−1 > Ω(
√
lg n),
because
√
lg n
ε2 = o(lg n) anyway, and our target is space complexity of form O( lg δ
−1
ε2 + lg n). In this case, we
can instantiate Θ(
√
lg n+lg δ−1) parallel copies of the KNW algorithm, using the pseudorandom construction
as described in Section 8. Here the number of instantiations of this algorithm is large enough, therefore we
hope that the space consumption at every time step, on average over all the instatiations will be small.
Identical analysis as for a constant approximation factor in Section 4 can be used to deduce correctness of
such an approach.
In fact the space guarantees of the KNW algorithm, as it was originally analyzed, applied only when
ε ≤ √lg n — as this could be assumed without loss of generality in the original setting. We provide a more
delicate analysis of the space consumption of this algorithm in Appendix A (specifically Theorem 13), that
is sufficient for our purposes.
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3.3 Strong tracking of distinct elements
In Section 6 we discuss how to achieve the (1 + ε)-strong tracking guarantee for F0 estimation.
First, let us observe that an algorithm estimating F0 with small failure probability already translates
into some upper bound on the space complexity for the tracking problem. Given that number of distinct
elements in the stream is increasing, and our estimators proposed in Section 5 are monotone as well, it is
enough to look at a sequence of positions t1, t2, . . . ts such that F
(ti)
0 = (1 + ε)
i. If the estimate is within
(1 + ε) from the actual number of distinct elements at all points ti, we can deduce a strong tracking with
accuracy 1 + O(ε): for ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1 we have Fˆ (t)0 ≤ Fˆ (ti+1)0 ≤ (1 + ε)F (ti+1)0 ≤ (1 + ε)2F (t)0 , and similarly
for the lower bound. There are at most lg1+ε n = O( lg nε ) such positions ti, so by setting failure probability
δ := δ′
(
lgn
ε
)−1
in Theorem 4, we can deduce that there is an algorithm satisfying 1 + ε strong tracking of
F0 with probability 1− δ, using O( lg lgn+lg δ
−1
ε2 + lg n+
lg ε−1
ε2 ) bits of space.
We show that, by opening up the [KNW10] construction and more detailed analysis, it is possible to
remove the additive lg ε
−1
ε2 term, and obtain an optimal algorithm for F0 tracking.
Theorem 6. There is an algorithm for 1+ε strong tracking of the number of distinct elements in the stream,
using O( lg lgn+lg δ−1ε2 + lgn) bits of space.
To describe the overview of our contribution, let us first discuss the high-level idea behind the [KNW10]
algorithm. Let us focus first on the random oracle model. Consider a fixed set S ⊂ [n] (the set of distinct
elements seen at the end of the stream), a random hash function h : [n]→ {0, 1}lgn, and sets Sk := {s ∈ S :
lsb(s) ≥ k} — those sets correspond roughly to subsampling S by a factor of 2k. If we already have access
to a constant factor approximation of |S|, we can zoom in onto set Sk for which we expect |Sk| = Θ( 1ε2 ).
Clearly 2k|Sk| is an unbiased estimator of |S|, and moreover the standard deviation of 2k|Sk| is of order
O(ε|S|). This implies that if we had a way to estimate size of |Sk| up multiplicative factor (1+ε) that would
be enough to get an (1 +O(ε)) approximation for |S|.
In order to do this, we can check a hash function h2 : [n] → [P ] for P ≈ 100ε2 . We wish to recover
|Sk| from |h2(Sk)|. This is reminiscent of a famous balls-and-bins thought experiment: we are throwing
|Sk| balls randomly into P bins, and we try to estimate number of balls, given number of non-empty bins.
Let us define ΦP (t) to be the expected number of non-empty bins, after throwing t balls at random into
P bins (we will drop the subscript P in further discussion), we have Eh2 |h2(Sk)| = ΦP (|Sk|). We claim
that, as long as |Sk| ≤ P20 , we will have with good probability |Sk| ≈1+ε Φ−1(|h2(Sk)|). This is because√
Var(|h2(Sk)|) = Θ(
√
|Sk|) = Θ(ε|Sk|), so |h2(Sk)| = Φ(|Sk|) ± O(ε|Sk|), but ΦP is bi-Lipschitz in the
regime t ≤ P/20 — i.e. for any a ≤ b ≤ P/20 we have 0.9(b− a) ≤ Φ(b− a) ≤ b− a. We can put those two
facts together to get |S| ≈1+ε 2k|Sk| ≈1+ε 2kΦ−1(|h2(Sk)|).
Using O( lg lgnε2 ) bits in total, we can have access to |h2(Sk)| for all k throughout the stream — it is enough
for each p ∈ [P ] to store max{lsb(s) : s ∈ S, h2(s) = p}. In [KNW10] it is discussed, among other things,
how to reduce the space complexity of storing the information about h2(Sk) for all k to O(1/ε2)-bits in total,
and how to remove the random oracle assumption, by using compositions of bounded-wise independent hash
functions. We describe this algorithm in Appendix A, together with more detailed analysis of the distribution
of space complexity of this algorithm.
In order to achieve smaller space of the tracking algorithm, let us focus on a specific k and consider
evolution of |S(t)k | over the updates to the stream, where S(t) := {x(1), . . . x(t)}, and S(t)k := {x ∈ S(t) :
lsb(s) ≥ k}. More specifically, let us take K := 2kε−2, and let us look at the stream, given the promise
that |S(T )| < K/100. We wish to say that with probability 2/3 simultaneously all times |S(t)k |2k gives us an
approximation of |S(t)| up to additive term ±εK. Moreover, we want to say that Φ−1(|h2(S(t)k )|) yields at
all time approximation to |S(t)k |, again with additive error ±εK2−k. If we are able to show this, we can later
amplify this success probability to 1−Θ( 1lgn )) using O(lg lg n) repetitions of the whole algorithm, and union
bound over all possible settings of k in order to achieve strong tracking. Note that there are only O(lg n)
values of k to union bound over, as opposed to O(ε−1 lgn) distinct positions in the stream where F (t)0 grows
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by a multiplicative factor of (1 + ε).
In the random oracle model both facts — the fact that for all t we have |S(t)k |2k ≃ |S(t)| ± εK, as well
as the fact that for all t, we have Φ−1(|h2(S(t)k )|) = |S(t)k | ± 2−kεK can be proven by the Doob’s martingale
inequality. In particular, the fact that 2k|S(t)k | is an approximation to |S(t)| at all times t, follows directly
(after shifting and rescaling) from the fact that for a random walk Yt :=
∑
i≤tXi, where Xi are arbitrary
random variables satisfying EXi = 0 and EX
2
i = 1, we have supt≤T |Yt| = O(
√
T ) with good probability.
The main technical difficulty in the strong tracking part of this paper lies in dropping the random oracle
assumption, and showing some variation on Doob’s martingale inequality under bounded independent hash
functions. In particular, we show the following lemma about the deviations of random walk that might be
of independent interest
Lemma 7. Let X1, . . .XT be collection of 4-wise independent random variables, with EXi = 0, and EX
2
i =
1, and let St :=
∑
i≤tXi, then
P
(
sup
t≤T
|St| > λ
)
.
T
λ2
.
A result of the same spirit can be deduced from [BCI+17, Theorem 10] when Xi are uniform ±1 random
variables — in our case, however, the steps Xi are significantly less well-behaved, i.e. EX
4
i is already
extremely large, even compared to T .
Lemma 7 already implies the first part of the argument: that for all t we have 2k|S(t)k | = |S(t)| ± O(εK).
To control deviations of h2(|S(t)k |) from its expectation, we use h2 to be a composition of pairwise independent
hash function h3 : [n] → [P 2], and poly(lg 1ε )-wise independent function h4 : [P 2] → [P ]. We should expect
that |h3(S(T )k )| = |S(T )k |, i.e. function h3 has no collisions with probability 9/10, and all we care about are
deviations of |h4(S˜(t))| from its expectation, where S˜(t) ⊂ [P 2] is such that |S˜(t)| = |S(t)|.
Consider φ : [P ]P/20 → N, such that φ(r1, r2, . . . rP/20) := #{j : ∃i, ri = j} — in the random oracle
model, bounding the deviations |h4(S˜(t))| − E |h4(S˜(t))| can be reduced to bounding the deviations of the
Doob’s martingale Yt := EX′ φ(r1, . . . rt, X
′
t+1, . . .X
′
T ), where X
′ ∼ Unif([P ]). In this setting the Doob’s
martingale inequality yields
P
r1,...rP/20∼Unif([P ])
(
sup
t≤P/20
|Yt − EYt| > λ
)
≤ Varφ
λ2
(1)
where xi and Xˆ are independent and uniform. Finally, this together with bi-Lipschitz property of function
ΦP in the range of interest, implies that indeed we have ∀t,Φ−1(|h4(h3(S(t)k ))|) = |S(t)k | ± O(εK).
In our case, variables ri have only bounded-wise independence, and the process Yt above is no longer a
martingale. We deal with this, by showing that φ can be approximated (in some sense, under the distributions
of interest) by a poly(lgP )-degree polynomial, and we show that under some additional restrictions, processes
as above induced by degree d polynomials, satisfy the same Eq. (1), even if variables ri are only 4d-wise
independent, as opposed to fully independent.
3.4 Strong tracking lower bound
In Section 7 we show the optimality of the strong tracking algorithm proposed in the previous section. We
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Every algorithm solving 1+ ε strong tracking for F0 estimation with probability
2
3 needs to use
Ω( lg lgnε2 ) bits of space.
Together with previously known lower bound Ω( lg δ
−1
ε2 +lgn) for F0 estimation, this shows a lower bound
that exactly matches our upper bound discussed earlier.
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In order to show this, we introduce a k-round communication game, where at round k, Alice observes
input xk ∈ {0, 1}n, Bob observes input yk ∈ {0, 1}n, and they all observe all the previous inputs (xi, yi)i≤k−1.
In the k-th round, Alice sends a message to Bob, and Bob is supposed to report (1 + ε) approximation to
number of ones in a string xk ∨ yk. The protocol is successful if and only if simultaneously at all rounds
Bob reports correct (approximate) answer. We show that existence of a strong tracking algorithm implies
low-communication protocol for this kind of game with k = Θ(lgn) rounds — which in turn, implies a one-
round one-way communication protocol for estimation of x ∨ y with small failure probability δ = Θ(1/k).
This would contradict known communication complexity lower bound for small failure probability of distinct
element counting [JW13].
3.5 Pseudorandom construction
In Section 8, we prove the main derandomization lemma used in the algorithm described in Section 4 for
constant factor approximation of the number of distinct elements. Take w = Θ(lg δ−1+lg lg n) — we wish to
use w instantiations of the basic estimator, each instantiation is uniquely determined by a seed to pairwise
independent hash function used for the estimator (such a seed is of length O(lg n), let us call the number of
different seeds N).
We pick w2 := Θ(lgw), a random walk of length w2 over an expander graph with vertices [N ] and degree
quasipoly(w2) will be bad with probability exp(−Ω(w2)) — by which we mean that either the median of all
the estimators produced by this walk is at some point far from actual F0, or that we need at some point more
than Cw2 bits to store all the values of the estimators by storing median and deviations from median. A single
random walk like this is going to need O(lg n+w2 lg2 w2) random bits. If we consider now space of all those
randomwalks, we can use known construction of averaging samplers to get a sample of sizeW = poly(w), such
that with probability 1−exp(−Ω(w)) the fraction of failed random walks is the same as in the entire space. If
we condition on the event that the sampler succeeded, by taking wlgw independent elements from the sample
[W ], we can see that more than half of them is bad with probability exp(−cw1)w/ lgw = exp(−cw). As we
are taking wlgw independent elements from the universe of size O(poly(w)) we need only wlgwO(lgw) = O(w)
random bits to achieve this.
4 Constant factor approximation with high probability
In this section we prove Theorem 1, assuming existence of specific pseudo-random objects described in
Lemma 11. The proof of Lemma 11 itself is postponed until later in Section 8. We will first state few
necessary definitions, followed by a statement of a pseudo-random lemma, then we proceed with the proof
of Theorem 1.
Definition 9 (doubly-exponential tail). We say that a function f : [M ] → R+ satisfies doubly-exponential
tail bounds if Ps∼Unif([M ])(f(s) > λ) < exp(−eλ).
Definition 10 (C-small set). Consider a finite universe [M ], equipped with R functions g1, . . . gR : [M ] →
R+. We will say that a sequence S ∈ [M ]∗ is C-small with respect to g1, . . . gR, if ∀t ≤ R,
∑
X∈S gt(X) ≤
C|S|.
Equipped with those definitions, we are ready to state the pseudorandom lemma.
Lemma 11. For any w ≥ Ω(R1/2) satisfying in addition w ≥ (lgM)Ω(1), there exist w1, w2 with w1w2 =
Θ(w), and an explicit function Ξ : {0, 1}s × [w1] → [M ]w2 , such that for any g1, . . . gR : [M ] → R+ with
doubly-exponential tail bounds, we have with probability at least 1− exp(Ω(−w)) over a random selection of
the seed U ∈ {0, 1}s, that majority of sequences Ξ(U, k) is C-small for some universal constant C.
That is
∃Ξ, ∀g1, . . . gR, P
U∼Unif({0,1}s)
(#{k : Ξ(U, k) is C-small} > w1/2) ≥ 1− exp(−Ω(w)),
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where g1, . . . gR above must satisfy doubly-exponential tail bounds.
The seed length in this construction is s = O(lgM + w), and Ξ can be evaluated in time poly(s).
Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.
Fix a stream of updates x(1), x(t), . . . x(T ) ∈ [n], and corresponding sets S(t) := {x(i) : i ≤ t}.
Consider [N ] as a set, with implicit bijection to a family of pairwise independent hash functions from
[n] to [n], where lgN = Θ(lgn). For each i ∈ [N ], we have corresponding hash function hi : [n] → [n], and
estimates Y
(t)
i := max{lsb(hi(s)) : s ∈ S(t)} — the estimate for lg |S(t)| given by hash function hi. We will
focus on the error of those estimators Yˆ
(t)
i := Y
(t)
i − lg |S(t)|.
Fact 12. The error terms satisfy following subexponential tail bound
P
i∼Unif([M ])
(|Yˆ (t)i | > λ) . 2−λ.
Proof. Consider random set S
(t)
k := {s ∈ S(t) : lsb(hi(s)) ≤ k}.
For k = lg |S(t)| − λ we have E |Sk| ≃ 2λ, and Var |Sk| ≤ E |Sk|, hence P(|Sk| = 0) ≤ 2−λ by Chebyshev
inequality, and therefore P(Yˆ
(t)
i > λ) < 2
−λ.
For the lower tail bound it is enough to consider Markov inequality: if k = lg |S(t)| + λ, we have
E |Sk| ≤ 2−k, and P(|Sk| ≥ 1) ≤ 2−k.
We will be interested in Z
(t)
i := lg(2 + |Yˆ (t)i |) which is proportional to the number of bits necessary to
write down deviation Y
(t)
i from lgS
(t). The Fact 12 implies that Z
(t)
i have doubly-exponential tail bounds,
up to some rescaling: Pi(Z
(t)
i > cλ) ≤ exp(−eλ) for some constant c.
Let us take a sequence t1, t2, . . . tR, such that |S(tk)| = 2k, where R = Θ(lg n). We can now apply
Lemma 11, with M := N and functions gk : [M ]→ R+ given by gk(i) = Z(tk)i /c and w = Θ(lg δ−1 + lg n).
The final algorithm will be following: in the initialization phase, we choose a uniformly random string
S ∈ {0, 1}s and store it. Consider now ΞS : [w1]→ [N ]w2 , as in the statement of Lemma 11, which for each
value t ∈ [w1] yields a group of w2 seeds for pairwise independent hash function from [n] to [n]. For every
such group, for example a group ΞS(k), we store all the values {Y (t)i : i ∈ Ξs(k)} in the compressed form: we
store separately a median of all estimates within group, and the differences between Y
(t)
i and aforementioned
median. If at any point in time a size of the whole description of a given group in bits exceeds some C2w2 we
mark this group as broken and we stop updating it (where C2 = 2Cc). Clearly, the total space complexity
is bounded by O(s+ C2w2w1) = O(s+ w) = O(lg n+ lg δ−1).
We claim that from the C-smallness condition, we can deduce that for a majority of t ∈ [w1], at all times
both the median of all the estimates within group is close to the actual |S(t)|, and the total space to store
the whole group is bounded by C2w2. If this is the case, then as an estimate for |S(t)| we can just report the
median over groups t ∈ [w1] that are not marked as broken, of all the medians within a group of estimates
Y
(t)
i , and the correctness of the algorithm follows.
To finish the argument, we need to show that every C-small group of estimators indeed yields a good
approximation for F0, and is stored succinctly at all times (i.e. never becomes marked as broken). Consider
a C-small group H ∈ [N ]w2 . First, we will argue that at all times tk, we have lg(median(i ∈ H : Y (tk)i )) =
lg |S(t)| ±C3. Indeed, we know that on average over all i ∈ H , we have Ei∈H lg |2+ Y (tk)i | < C, therefore for
at least 2/3 fraction of i ∈ H , we have lg |2+ Yˆ (tk)i | ≤ 3C, which means that for those i we have Yˆ (tk)i ≤ 23C .
This, together with the definition of Yˆ implies the claim with C3 = 2
3C . To argue that we are storing group
H using O(w2) bits, let M (tk) be the median of all Y (tk)i over i in H . The space to store the group is given
by O(lg lg n) bits to store the median within a group, and O(∑i∈H lg (2 + |Yi −M |)) to store the rest. We
have bound∑
i∈H
lg
(
2 + |Y (tk)i −M (tk)|
)
≤
∑
i∈H
lg
(
2 + |Y (tk)i − lgF (tk)0 |
)
+
∑
i∈H
lg(1 + |M (tk) − lgF (tk)0 |) ≤ O(w)
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where the first sum is bounded because of the C-smallness condition.
Finally, we have to say that if the group satisfies those two properties at all times tk, then those properties
are satisfied (with larger constants) at all time steps t ≤ T . To see that, fix some t between tk and tk+1.
Note that Y
(t)
i is non-decreasing with respect to t, and we have
|Y (t)i −M (t)| ≤ |Y (tk+1)i −M (tk)| ≤ |Y (tk+1)i −M (tk+1)|+ |M (tk+1) −M (tk)|.
Moreover, by triangle inequality
|M (tk+1) −M (tk)| ≤ |M (tk+1) − lgF (tk+1)0 |+ |M (tk) − lgF (tk)0 |+ | lgF (tk+1)0 − lgF (tk)0 |
and each of those terms is bounded by constant.
This implies∑
i∈H
lg
(
2 + |Y (t)i −M (t)|
)
≤
∑
i∈H
[
lg
(
1 + |Y (tk+1)i −M (tk+1)|
)
+ lg
(
1 + |M (tk) −M (tk+1)|
)]
= O(|H |) = O(w2).
This completes the proof of the correctness of the algorithm — at any step t, all C-small groups are not
marked as broken, and all of them report a constant approximation. Strictly more than half of all the groups
is C-small, hence the median of all groups that are still active, has to be a constant approximation to the
quantity of interest as well.
5 High accuracy regime
In this section we prove Theorem 4. As a building block we will use algorithm discussed in [KNW10, Section
3.2]. In the Appendix we prove the following, qualitatively stronger bounds on the space complexity of their
algorithm. The construction of the algorithm, and correctness analysis was already present in [KNW10] —
correctness can be also deduced from the discussion in Section 6, where we discuss this algorithm in detail,
and show stronger guarantees for a slight variation of it. Note that in the original paper the guarantees on
the space complexity of this algorithm were proven when 1ε2 > lg n, as this could be assumed without loss
of generality in their setting. For us, the scenario when 1ε2 < lgn is relevant.
Theorem 13. There is an algorithm Fε which gives a (1+ ε)-approximation to F (t)0 with probability at least
5
6 , assuming access to an oracle providing strong tracking of F
(t)
0 with constant factor approximation C, and
oracle access to O(lg n+poly lg(1/ε)) additional random bits. The space usage of this algorithm at any given
time t (excluding random bits mentioned above), denoted by W (t), satisfies
P(W (t) >
C2
ε2
) ≤ ε4 (2)
and
P(W (t) >
λ
ε2
) ≤ exp(−eΩ(λ)). (3)
Moreover for t1 < t2 such that |S(t1)| ≥ |S(t2)|/2 we have
W (t1) ≤W (t2) +O( 1
ε2
) (4)
for some universal constant C.
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We will show how assuming this theorem we can prove Theorem 4, leveraging tools described in Section 4.
First of all, note that on a way to prove Theorem 4, we can assume without loss of generality that
1
ε2 < lg n, for if it is not the case, we can just use lg δ
−1 parallel repetitions of the KNW algorithm, to
achieve δ failure probability with space O(lg n lg δ−1 + lg δ−1ε2 ) = O( lg δ
−1
ε2 ). In particular, this implies that
the number of random bits used in Theorem 13 is O(lg n+ poly lg 1ε2 ) = O(lg n).
We consider two separate cases, depending on relation between ε and lgn. First, let us discuss case when
ε <
(
1
lg n
)1/4
. In this scenario, Eq. (2) implies that for any specific position with probability 1 − Clgn the
total space consumption of a single instance of KNW algorithm use space O( 1ε2 ). Because of Eq. (4), we can
union bound only over positions for which F
(t)
0 grows by a factor of two (there are O(lg n) such positions),
to ensure that with probability 56 single instantiation of the algorithm uses space O( 1ε2 ) at all times.
We will use O(lg δ−1) parallel instantiations of this algorithm. We use an algorithm which existence is
guaranteed by Theorem 1 instantiated with failure probability δ to provide a strong-tracking oracle for all
those implementations simultaneously. Instead of using lg δ−1 independent seeds across different instantiation
of the algorithm F˜ε, we consider the following standard pseudorandom object raising from random walks
over explicit low degree expander graphs.
Definition 14. [Vad12, Chapter 3] A function Γ : {0, 1}s × [w] → [M ] is (ε, δ)-averaging sampler, if for
any function f : [M ]→ [0, 1] and random variables Yi := Γ(U, i) for uniformly random U , we have
P


∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i≤w
f(Yi)− µw
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > εw

 < δ,
where µ := EY∼Unif([M ]) f(Y ).
A (ε, δ) sampler is called explicit if Γ can be computed in polynomial time in s and w.
Theorem 15. [Vad12, Corollary 4.41] For every ε, δ there exist an explicit (ε, δ)-averaging sampler, with
the number of samples w = Oε(lg δ−1) and seed length s = lgM +Oε(w), where Oε notation hides constant
depending on ε.
Moreover Γ can be computed using space O(s+ w).
Consider [M ] to be the space of all possible random strings that were to be supplied to the algorithm Fε,
and note that lgM = O(lg n). Let us fix an input stream, and condition on specific realization of the constant
approximation tracking oracle (assuming that it succeeded — we can bound the failure probability by δ).
For k ∈ [M ] let F˜0(k) be the approximation to F (T )0 reported by algorithm Fε while supplied random string
corresponding to k. We can define f : [M ] → {0, 1}, to be f(k) := 1 if and only if |F˜0(k) − F (T )0 | < εF (T )0 .
Clearly, we have Ek∼Unif([M ]) f(k) > 56 — this follows from the correctness guarantee for algorithm Fε.
Consider now Γ, a (16 , δ) averaging sampler as in Theorem 15. Except with failure probability δ over
uniform random seed S it will yield us a sequence ΓS(1), . . . ,ΓS(w) of seeds, such that at least
2
3w amongst
F˜0(ΓS(1)), . . . F˜0(ΓS(w)) yields a good approximation to F0. In this case, if we report median of all F˜0(k),
it will be a valid answer.
The space of this algorithm is O(lg n + lg δ−1) for the constant approximation oracle, O(lg n + lg δ−1)
for storing the seed to the averaging sampler, and O( lg δ−1ε2 ) for storing all w instantiations of Fε algorithm.
This yields total space complexity O(lg n+ lg δ−1). The failure probability of each one of the three phases
is bounded by δ, hence the total failure probability is bounded by 3δ, and the result follows by rescaling δ
by a constant factor.
Let us now turn our attention to the analysis of the second case, where ε >
(
1
lgn
)1/4
. In this case, the
proof will make use of Eq. (3), and mimic the proof of Theorem 1. Note that in this regime of parameters,
we can assume without loss of generality, that lg δ−1 ≥ C√lgn, as otherwise we could take δ′ such that
lg δ′−1 = lg δ−1 + C
√
lg n, and the additional C
√
lgn
ε2 term in the space complexity will be dominated by
O(lg n) term anyway.
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First of all, by naive failure probability amplification, after adjusting other constant in Theorem 13, we
can actually assume that failure probability of this algorithm is small constant c0. We will apply Lemma 11
where the universe [M ] is given by M = 2r, with r being the number of random bits accessed by this new
adjusted algorithm (in particular lgM = Θ(lgn)).
Let us take a sequence t1, . . . tR−1 where t1 = 0, and each tj for j > 1 is smallest such that F
(tj)
0 ≥ 2F (tj−1)0 .
Clearly, R = O(lg n).
We will use g1, . . . gR to be given by gi(m) :=
ε2
CW
(ti)
m for i ≤ R − 1, where by W (ti)m we denote the
space consumption of the instantiation of the algorithm described in Theorem 13 with random bits given by
m ∈ [M ]. Finally, we pick gR(m) to be 0 if the instance of algorithm corresponding to random bitsm succeeds
to provide 1+ ε approximation, and some large C0 ≥ 3C if it fails. Given that failure probability c0 is small
enough depending on C0, we can ensure that this function gR indeed satisfy doubly-exponential tail bounds.
For all previous functions g1, . . . gR−1, doubly exponential tail bounds are guaranteed by Eq. (3). Finally, we
can apply Lemma 11 with w = Θ(lg δ−1) — we assumed that lg δ−1 = Ω(
√
lgn), so the assumptions of this
lemma are satisfied.
The sampler Ξ guaranteed by Lemma 11 returns a sequence of groups of estimators, such that most of
those groups are C-small (except with small failure probability δ over the choice of the seed). We wish to
argue that if the sampler succeeds (i.e. most of the reported groups is C-small), then the algorithm will
use small space, and will correctly return (1 + ε) approximation for the number of distinct elements. As in
Section 4, we can discard any group for which the space consumption becomes too large over the course of
algorithm, hence the total space is O( wε2 + lgn) = O( lg δ
−1
ε2 + lgn). By C-smallness condition restricted to
functions g1, . . . gR−1 and Eq. (4) majority of the groups (all C-small groups) are never discarded in this way
— the argument for this is identical as in the proof of Theorem 1. We need to argue, that reporting median
of all the medians within surviving groups indeed yields (1 + ε)-approximation to the number of distinct
elements. This is guaranteed by C-smallness condition applied to function gR — indeed, for large enough
C0 we can ensure that any C-small group of estimators have at least
2
3 fraction of estimators reporting value
that is within (1 + ε) to the actual answer.
6 Strong tracking of distinct elements
In this section we prove Theorem 6. Let us first state a technical lemma essential in the argument. After
stating this lemma we will show how, together with Lemma 7, those two imply Theorem 6. The rest of this
section will be devoted to proving those lemmas.
Definition 16. For a finite universe [K], let φK : [K]
∗ → N be given by
φK(r1, . . . rs) := #{j ∈ K : ∃i, ri = j}.
Moreover, let ΦK : N→ N be given by
ΦK(t) := Eφ(X1, . . .Xt)
over X1, . . .Xt uniformly random in [K] and independent.
We will skip the index K, when the underlying universe is clear from context.
Function φ counts the number of non-empty bins after throwing balls into K bins, and the following
lemma states that if we track then number of non-empty bills while throwing balls at random it stays close
to the expectation. A lemma like this would be much simpler corollary of Doobs Martingale inequality, if
variables X1, . . . XR were known to be fully independent.
Lemma 17. Consider a sequence X1, . . . XR ∈ [K] q-wise independent for some q = Θ(polylogR) where
marginal distribution of each Xi is uniform over [K], and R ≤ K/20. Then
sup
t≤R
|φ(X1, . . . Xt)− Φ(t)| = O(
√
R)
with probability 3/4.
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The following fact will also be useful
Fact 18 ([KNW10]). We can calculate Φ exactly as ΦK(t) = t
(
1− (1− 1t )n) for t > 0, and ΦK(0) = 0.
Moreover for all 0 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ K/20, we have 0.9|α2 − α1| ≤ |Φ(α2)− Φ(α1)| ≤ |x2 − x1|.
Finally, for t < P/20, we have Var(φ(X1, . . . Xt)) ≤ Φ(t) ≤ t.
Proof of Theorem 6. First we will discuss how, given an upper bound P on the number of distinct elements,
we can analyze a variant of the algorithm in [KNW10] to argue, that in fact at all times t it provides a ±εK
additive approximation to |S(t)|, without any additional space blowup. This can be used to say that after
amplifying the failure probability to δ/ lgn, by union bound over all positions where |S(t)| grows by a factor
of two, we can obtain strong tracking guarantee with failure probability δ.
Take P = 100ε2 , and let us consider a 8-wise independent hash-function h1 : [n]→ [n] (8-wise independence
here is used to get correct bounds on the space complexity in Theorem 13) , and random sets S
(t)
k :=
{s ∈ S(T ) : lsb(h1(s)) ≥ 2k} as previously. Let us consider in addition a pairwise independent hash
function h3 : [n] → [P 2], and finally a polylog(P )-wise independent hash function h4 : [P 2] → [P ]. Define
h2 : [n]→ [P ] to be the composition h2 := h4 ◦ h3.
In the Appendix A it is discussed how, given oracle access to constant factor strong tracking, we can
maintain a sketches of size O( 1ε2 ) on average (with some small constant probability of failure), such that we
can recover |h2(Sk)| for any k at any point of the stream.
Let us fix any K < n, and let k be such that 2−kK ≈ 110ε2 . We wish to show that with probability 910
we have
∀t ≤ T0, |Φ−1(|h2(S(t)k )|)2k| = |S(t)| ± O(εK) (5)
where T0 is such that |S(T0)| = K.
If this were true, we could repeat the construction O(lg lgn+lg δ−1) times, to amplify success probability
for the median estimator to 1 − δlgn , and use a union bound to ensure that Eq. (5) is satisfied for all k
simultaneously. This can kind of amplification can be implemented exactly as described in Section 5.
Given access to strong tracking oracle with constant failure probability, we know which set |Sk| to use,
at any given time, to estimate |S(t)|, as above.
We only need to show that Eq. (5) indeed holds with large constant probability. We can assume without
generality that |S(t)| = t, i.e. all the elements in the input stream are distinct.
First of all, we will show that ∀t ≤ T0, |S(t)k |2k = |S(t)|±εK. Indeed, note that if we take Xk := |S(t)k |2k−
|S(t−1)|2k−1, we can see that Xk are 4-wise independent (because hash function h1 was assumed to be 4-wise
independent), and satisfy EXk = 0, EX
2
k ≈ 2k. By applying Lemma 7 we see that supt≤T0
∣∣∣2k|S(t)k | − t∣∣∣ =
O(
√
2kT0) = O(εK).
By birthday paradox, with probability 9/10 we have |h3(S(t)k )| = |S(t)k |, i.e. function h3 has no collisions
in the part of the stream of interest. Moreover, by Lemma 17, conditioned on S
(t)
k we have that with high
probability at all times t in the range of interest that |h2(S(t)k )| = Φ(|S(t)k |) ± O(1ε ). This together with
Fact 18, implies that Φ−1(|h2(S(t)k )|) yields at all times a good approximation of S(t)k , and by composing
with the previous argument, this shows Eq. (5)
The rest of this section will be devoted to proving Lemma 7 and Lemma 17.
6.1 Kolmogorov inequalities with bounded independence
Here we will show Lemma 7. Let us first discuss a similar lemma under fourth moment assumptions, but
crucially without any independence assumptions on the increments. This lemma we will use to control
deviations of pseudorandom versions of Doobs martingale in the proof of Lemma 17. The following proof is
basically present in [BCI+17], although with different statement of the lemma — understanding it will be
helpful in understanding much more delicate proof of Lemma 7, where we do not have control over fourth
moments.
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Lemma 19. Let X1, X2, . . . XT be collection of random variables with EXi = 0, and let Yj :=
∑
i≤j Xj. If
for any i, j we have E(Yi − Yj)4 . (i − j)2, then
P(sup
i
Yi ≥
√
Tλ) . λ−4
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that T = 2n−1, define A0 = {0}, and in general Ak := {j2n−k :
j ∈ {0, 1, . . .2k − 1}}, let us moreover define δk := 2n−k.
For each k > 1 we have P(∃j ∈ Ak −Ak−1, |Yj − Yj−δk | > λ2k/3
√
δk) . |Ak|(λ2k/3)−4 ≤ λ−42−k/3. Note
that if j ∈ Ak −Ak−1 then j − δk ∈ Ak−1.
Except with probability
∑
k λ
−42−k/3 . λ−4 all of those events happen simultaneously for all k. In this
case, by applying triangle inequality we have
∀j|Yj | ≤
∑
k
2k/3
√
δkλ =
∑
k
2n/2−k/6λ .
√
Tλ.
Proof of Lemma 7. Let us assume without loss of generality that T = 2n. Take A0 := {0, T }, and for k ≤ n,
take Ak := {j2n−k : j ∈ {0, 1, . . .2k}}.
For every t ∈ Ak \Ak−1, it has two neighbours in Ak−1: those are t+δk, t−δk ∈ Ak, where δk := 2n−k+1.
Observe that EX∼D(St−St−δk)2 ≤ δk, and similarly EX∼D(St−St+δk)2 ≤ δk, and moreover EX∼D(St−
St−δk)
2(St − St+δk)2 ≤ δ2k — this can be shown by expanding both sums (St − St−δk) and (St+δk − St)
— because of 4-wise independence and EXiXj = 0 for i 6= j, we have E(St − St−δk)2(St+δk − St)2 =
E
∑
1≤i≤δk
∑
1≤j≤δk X
2
t−δk+iX
2
t+j ≤ δ2k.
Those bounds on second moments, together with Markov inequality, yield a bound
P(min{|St − St−δk |, |St − St+δk |} > λ
√
δk) ≤ P((St − St−δk)2(St + St+δk)2 > λ4δ2k) ≤
1
λ4
For k ≥ 1, t ∈ Ak define a bad event Ek,t to be min{|St − St−δk |, |St − St+δk |} > γ
√
δk2
k/3. We have
P(Ek,t) ≤ 2−4k/3γ4 . Since |Ak \ Ak−1| = 2k−1, for every k we have P(∃t ∈ Ak \ Ak−1 : Ek,t) ≤ 2
−k/3
γ4 , and
finally by taking union bound over all k, we have P(∃k, t ∈ Ak \Ak−1 : Ek,t) . 1γ4 .
We now claim, that if no of the events Ek,t happened, we have
sup
t≤T
|St| ≤ |ST |+ γ
∑
k≤n
√
δk2
k/3. (6)
Before we prove that, let us observe that
∑
k≤n
√
δk2
k/3 ≤ √T∑k≤n 2−k/6 = O(√T ).
We will show the following fact by induction over k0
sup
t∈Ak0
St ≤ ST + γ
∑
k≤k0
√
δk2
k/3.
Clearly for k0 = 0 this is satisfied. Moreover, for k0 > 1, if t ∈ Ak0 − Ak0−1, we have some t˜ ∈ Ak0−1,
with |St − St˜| ≤ γ
√
δk02
k0/3 — this follows from the fact that event Ek0,t did not happen. This yields
|St| ≤ |St˜|+ |St − St˜| ≤ sup
t∗∈Ak0−1
|St∗ |+ γ
√
δk02
k0/3
On the other hand, ES2T ≤ T , hence by Chebyshev inequality P(|ST | >
√
Tγ) ≤ 1γ2 . This, together with
inequality Eq. (6) yields a tail bound P(supt≤N St > K
√
Nγ) = 1γ2 +O( 1γ4 ) for some universal constant K;
after changing γ by this constant factor, we conclude the statement of the lemma.
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6.2 Pseudorandom balls and bins
For the proof of the Lemma 17 we will need following statement of the Chernoff inequality
Theorem 20 (Chernoff bound [BR94, Lemma 2.3]). If X1, . . .Xn are r-wise independent random variables
satisfying 0 < Xi < 1 almost surely, with µ := E
∑
Xi then for λ > 2 we have
P(
∑
Xi > λµ) < exp(−Ω(max{µλ, r} lgλ))
The strategy for the proof of Lemma 17 is following. For random variables X1, . . .XR as in the statement
of the lemma, we would like to control process St = EX′ φ(X1, . . .Xt, X
′
t+1, . . . X
′
R), and specifically the
deviations supt |St − ESt|. If variables Xi were truly independent, that would be given by the Doobs
martingale inequality. As they are not, we first show that φ can be approximated in appropriate sense by
a low degree polynomial φˆ. Then we control analogous process Sˆt defined on top of the approximation φˆ
— in order to do this, we observe that low moments of the increments Sˆj − Sˆi are bounded — they are
expectations of low degree polynomials of input variables Xi, hence they are the same as if the variables were
truly independent — and in such a case we can use known results about martingales to reach the desired
conclusion.
Lemma 21. For any P and R ≤ P/20, there exists a polynomial φˆ : {0, 1}lgP×R → R of degree O(lg2 P )
with integer coefficients, such that for every distribution X1, . . . XR which is at least r = poly(lgP )-wise
independent and with marginal distribution of each Xi being uniform, we have
‖φˆ(X¯1, . . . X¯R)− φ(X1, . . .XR)‖p = o(1)
for any p . lg lgP . In particular
P(φˆ(X¯1, . . . X¯R) 6= φ(X1, . . . XR)) = o(1). (7)
Above, X¯i denotes the binary representation of Xi.
Proof. Consider polynomials EQk : R
lgP → R, such that EQ restricted to the hypercube {0, 1}lgP has values
{0, 1} and it takes value 1 only for argument k¯ (for a number k ∈ [P ], we write k¯ ∈ {0, 1}lgP to be the binary
representation of k). There is such a multilinear polynomial of degree lgP .
Consider moreover polynomial I0 : R→ R of degree d = Θ(lgP ) defined as
I0(x) := 1−
∑
0≤i≤d
(−1)i
(
x
i
)
Let us observe that for x ∈ N, with x ≤ d we have
I0(x) =
{
0 for x = 0
1 otherwise
and moreover |I0(x)| .
(
x
d+1
)
for any x > 0.
Let us define now
φˆ(X¯1, . . . X¯R) :=
∑
k∈[P ]
I0(
∑
j≤R
EQ(X¯j , k))
and note that this is a polynomial of degree d lgP = O(lg2 P ).
Given an instantiation of random variables X1, . . . XR, we will take Bi := #{j : Xj = i} defined for every
i ∈ [P ], and moreover we will define M(X1, . . . XR) := maxi∈[P ]Bi.
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We claim that φˆ(X¯1, . . . X¯R) = φ(X1, . . .XR) as long as M(X) ≤ d, and for M(X) > d we have
|φˆ(X1, . . .XR)− φ(X1, . . . XR)| < N
(
M(X)
d
)
< N exp(c0d ln
M(X)
d ) for some constant c0. This yields
E |φˆ− φ|q ≤
∑
k>lg d
P(2k < M(X) < 2k+1)E
[
N q exp(c0qd lg
M(X)
d
)
∣∣∣∣2k < M(X) < 2k+1
]
≤
∑
k>lg d
P(M(X) > 2k) exp(c0qd lg
2k
d
+ q lnN). (8)
We can bound the tail probabilities of M(X) as follows
P(M(X) > λ) ≤
∑
j≤R
P(Bj > λ)
≤ RP(B1 > λ)
≤ R exp(−Cmin(λ, r) lg λ) (9)
where the last inequality follows from the Chernoff bound Theorem 20, because EBi < 1/20.
Eq. (9) together with Eq. (8) yields
E |φˆ− φ|q ≤
∑
k>lg d
exp(−C(kmin(2k, r)) + dq lg 2
k
d
+ q lgR)
The exponents in this sum are quickly decaying, so the whole sum is of the same order as the first term,
namely
exp(−Θ(d lg d) + Θ(dq) + q lgR)
if we pick r > dO(1).
Hence, for q ≪ lg d and d≫ lgR we have
E |φˆ− φ|q ≤ exp(−Ω(d lg d)).
We will now show that for any distribution with enough independence, specific types of random walks
associated with functions φ and φˆ stay close to each other with good probability. If variables X1, . . . XR are
uniform and independent, processes St described below are just Doobs martignales associated with function
φ, that were used to show correctness of the algorithm in the random-oracle model.
Lemma 22. Consider φˆ to be the polynomial from Lemma 21, and let X1, . . . XR ∈ Σ be a sequence of k-wise
independent random variables such that marginal distribution of each Xi is uniform, where k = poly(d).
Consider St := EX′ φ(X1, . . .Xt, X
′
t+1, . . . X
′
R), and Sˆt := EX′ φˆ(X1, . . . Xt, X
′
t+1, . . . X
′
R), where X
′ are
independent random variables, distributed uniformly over Σ. Then
P(∃t, |Sˆt − St| > λ) . R
λ2
. (10)
Proof. For single t we have
‖Sˆt − St‖22 ≤ E
X
| E
X′
φ(X1, . . . Xt, X
′
t+1, . . . , X
′
R)
− φˆ(X1, . . .Xt, X ′t+1, . . . X ′R)|2
≤ E
X,X′
|φ(X1, . . .Xt, X ′t+1, . . . X ′R)
− φˆ(X1, . . .Xt, X ′t+1, . . . X ′R)|2
. 1,
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where the last inequality follows from Lemma 21.
Hence, P(|Sˆt − St| > λ) . 1λ2 , and by union bound
P(∃t, |Sˆt − St| > λ) . R
λ2
Lemma 23. For X1, . . . XR and Sˆi defined as in the Lemma 22, if ∆i := Sˆi − Sˆi−1, then
E∆i = 0 (11)
E(Sˆi − Sˆj)4 . (i − j)2 (12)
Proof. Note that all the expressions in the statement of the lemma are expectations of polynomials of degree
at most 4d in variables Xi, and variables X1, . . . XR are r-wise independent for r > 4d. We can without loss
of generality prove this theorem assuming that X1, . . . XR are instead independent uniform random variables.
In that case ∆i is a sequence of increments of a Doob’s martingale, and therefore E∆i = 0. Similarly,
since Sˆi is Doobs martingale we can apply Lemma 45 to deduce that E(Sˆi − Sˆj)4 . (i − j)2.
Corollary 24. For Sˆk defined as above, we have P(supk≤R |Sˆk − Sˆ0| ≥ λ) . Rλ2 .
Proof. Folows from Lemma 23 and Lemma 19.
Corollary 25. For St defined as in Lemma 22
P(sup
t
|St − S0| ≥ λ) . R
λ2
Proof. Since |St − S0| ≤ |St − Sˆt|+ |Sˆt − Sˆ0|+ |Sˆ0 − S0|, clearly we have
P(sup
t
|St − S0| ≥ λ) ≤ P(∃t, |St − Sˆt| ≥ λ/3) + P(sup
t
|Sˆt − Sˆ0| ≥ λ/3)
and the claim follows from Corollary 24 and Lemma 22.
Remark 26. If Xˆt+1, . . . XˆR are all uniform and independent, then for any setting of variables X1, . . . Xt
we have
E
Xˆ
φ(X1, . . . Xt, Xˆt+1, . . . XˆR) = Φ
[
Φ−1(φ(X1, . . . Xt)) +R− t
]
.
We are finally ready to prove the last technical lemma, stating that for bounded-wise independence
balls-and-bins experiment, the number of non-empty bins stays close to its expectation at all times.
Proof of Lemma 17. By Corollary 25 we conclude that with probability 910 we have
∀t, E
X′
φ(X1, . . . Xt, X
′
t+1, . . . , X
′
R)− Φ(R) ≤ O(
√
R).
Using bi-Lipschitz properties of ΦR (Fact 18), we deduce that equation above imply
∀t,Φ−1(E
X′
φ(X1, . . .Xt, X
′
t+1, . . . .X
′
R)) = R±O(
√
R).
Applying Remark 26, we deduce
∀t,Φ−1(φ(X1, . . . Xt)) = t±O(
√
R)
and finally, again using bi-Lipschitz continuity of Φ, we deduce
∀t, φ(X1, . . . , Xt) = Φ(t)±O(
√
R)
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7 Strong tracking lower bound
In this chapter we prove Theorem 33 — Ω( lg lgnε2 ) lower bound for strong tracking of distinct elements. To
this end, we introduce concept of T -game — model of communication-complexity game tailored to the lower
bound in question.
Definition 27 (T -game). For any relation R ⊂ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n × Σ, we consider T -game T (R, k) with
k-rounds, to be communication problem with two parties, Alice and Bob defined as follows. In each round of
the game
• Alice receives her input xk ∈ {0, 1}n, and Bob receives his input yk ∈ {0, 1}n.
• Alice receives Bobs input yk−1 from the previous round, and Bob observes Alices input xk−1 from the
previous round.
• Alice and Bob can observe private random coins r1k, r2k ∈ {0, 1}∗.
• Alice can send a message ak to Bob that depends on all her observations.
• Bob reports to the judge his output zk ∈ Σ.
• Bob can send a message bk to Alice.
We say that protocol P succeeds on input (x1, y1), . . . (xk, yk) and random coins
(
(r1i , r
2
i )
)
i∈[k] if ∀k(xk, yk, zk) ∈
R. For any protocol P by Alice and Bob, we define complexity C(P ) of the protocol to be the largest length
of ak, or bk sent by any party.
For a distribution µ over pair of strings {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n, let Pµ,δ be the set of all protocols that succeed
with probability 1− δ, given as input sequence of independent samples (x1, x2), . . . (xk, yk) ∼ µ. We define
Dµ,δ(T (R, k)) := inf
P∈Pµ,δ
C(P )
Definition 28. For relation R ⊂ {0, 1}n×{0, 1}n×Σ, we will denote by D→µ,δ(R) the one-way deterministic
communication complexity of R under distribution µ of inputs for Alice and Bob.
The following lemma connects complexity of T -game based on relation R, with one-way communication
complexity of the relation R itself.
Lemma 29. For every protocol for a k-round T -game with failure probability δ, over independent samples
distributed according to µ and complexity C(P ), there is a one-way communication protocol for a distribution
µ with communication complexity C(P ) and failure probability δ/k. Formally, for every relation R the
following inequality holds
D→µ,δ/k(R) ≤ Dµ,δ(T (R, k)).
Proof. Consider fixed protocol P with C(P ) ≤ S. By standard averaging argument we can assume that P
is a deterministic protocol.
Consider event At given by (xt, yt, zt) ∈ R. At — such an event depends only on {(xs, ys)}s≤t. We
have δ ≥ P(∨t ¬At) = ∑t P(¬At|∧s<tAs), and therefore there is t0 for which P(¬At0 |∧s<t0 As) ≤ δk . In
particular, there exists (xˆ1, yˆ1), . . . (xˆt0−1, yˆt0−1), such that
P
(xt0 ,yt0 )∼µ
(¬At0 |∀i < t0, (xi, yi) = (xˆi, yˆi)) ≤
δ
k
Now, Alice and Bob can fix those (xˆ, yˆ), and use the restriction of protocol P to the k-th round as a
single round one way communication protocol for R. As described above, failure probability of this protocol
is bounded by δk .
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In what follows we will use T -games associated with following relation.
Definition 30 (Approximate distinct elements relation). We define relation F ε0 ⊂ {0, 1}n× {0, 1}n× Z, to
be F ε0 = {(x, y, z) : (1 − ε)|x ∨ y| ≤ z ≤ (1 + ε)|x ∨ y|}.
The one-way communication complexity of this relation, in the low failure probability range, can be lower
bounded as follows.
Theorem 31 ([JW13]). For every ε there is a distribution µ over (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n, such that
D→µ,δ(F
ε
0 ) = Ω(
lg δ−1
ε2 ). Moreover, this distribution is supported on vectors with |x| = |y| = n2
It is enough now to show that strong tracking algorithm for distinct elements can be leveraged to obtain
efficient protocols for T -game based on relation F ε0 .
Lemma 32. If there is a randomized streaming algorithm using space S for (1 + ε)-strong tracking dis-
tinct elements on the universe of size O(n2), which succeeds with probability 23 , then for any distribution µ
supported on pairs (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n of vectors with Hamming weight n2 we have Dµ,δ(F 2ε0 ) ≤ S.
Proof. Indeed, consider universe U partitioned into subsets U1 ∪ U2 ∪ . . . ∪ Uk, such that |U1| = n, and
|Ui| = 8|Ui−1|. We can take k = Θ(lg n) such that |U | ≤ n2. Moreover, for each t ≤ k, consider a partition
of Ut into n sets Ut = U
1
t ∪ . . . ∪ Unt with |U it | = 8t−1. The players are going to pass between each other
the memory content of the streaming algorithm. On the t-th round, Alice takes her input xk, and feeds to
the algorithm all the elements At :=
⋃
i:(xk)i=1
U it , then she sends the memory content to Bob, who in turn
feeds to the algorithm set Bt :=
⋃
i:(yk)i=1
U it , and reads off the answer w.
Let Pt :=
⋃
s<tAt ∪Bt, and Dt = At ∪Bt. Note that Bob knows |Pt|, and moreover |Pt| ≤
∑
s<t n8
s ≤
1
4n8
t ≤ |Dt|4 , where the last inequality follows from the fact that all vectors xi under consideration have
Hamming weight exactly n2 .
By the correctness guarantee of the tracking algorithm, w is a good approximation of |Pt ∪ Dt|, i.e.
w = (1±ε)(|Pt∪Dt|). Bob can estimate |Dt| by w−|Pt|. Indeed: w−|Pt| ≤ (1+ε)(|Dt|)+ε|Pt| ≤ (1+2ε)|Dt|.
Bob can report this estimate to the judge, and send the memory content of the algorithm back to Alice.
Theorem 33. Any algorithm satisfying (1+ε) strong tracking of F0 with failure probability at most
1
3 , needs
to use at least Ω( lg lgnε2 ) bits of space
Proof. The statement of this theorem follows directly by composing Lemma 32, Lemma 29 and Theorem 31.
8 Pseudorandom construction
In this section we will prove Lemma 11. Before we proceed with the proof, let us introduce a useful definition.
Definition 34. A function Γ : {0, 1}s× [w]→ [M ] is called γ0-strong sampler, if for any function f : [M ]→
[0, 1] and random variables Yi := Γ(U, i) generated by supplying uniformly random U , we have for any 2 < γ
P(|
∑
i≤w
f(Yi) > µγ) ≤ exp(−Ω(µγ lgmin{γ, γ0}))
and moreover for any fixed i, we have Γ(U, i) ∼ Unif([M ]).
The definition above is non-vacuous — as it has been recently shown, standard pseudorandom construc-
tions of samplers actually satisfy our definition of the strong sampler.
Theorem 35 ([RR17, Wag08]). A random walk over a finite regular undirected graph with second largest
eigenvalue λ, yields a λ−1-strong sampler. This implies explicit γ-strong samplers Γ : {0, 1}s × [w] → [M ]
with seed length s = lgM +O(w lg γ).
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In [RR17] bounds on the moments generating functions of
∑
Yi are proven, instead of the tail bounds
that appear in our definition of strong-sampler. They proved
E exp(θ
∑
f(Yi)) ≤ exp
(
2µ(eθ − 1))
for θ ≤ lnλ−1− 1. There is a standard way of deducing tail bounds of the form required for strong samplers
from this MGF bound
P(|
∑
i≤w
f(Yi)| > µγ) ≤ exp(−µγθ)E exp(θ
∑
f(Yi)) ≤ exp(−µγθ + 2µ(eθ − 1))
we can plug in θ := ln γ∗ − ln 4, where γ∗ := min{γ, γ0} to get P(
∑
i≤w f(Yi) > µγ) ≤ exp(− 12µγ ln γ∗).
We will now show that sums of strongly concentrated random variables, sampled according to a strong
sampler still satisfy similar type of tail-bounds as if they were sampled independently at random.
Lemma 36. If Γ : {0, 1}s × [w] → [M ] is exp(ln2 w)-strong sampler, and f : [M ] → R+ satisfies doubly
exponential tail bounds PX∼Unif([M])(X > γ) ≤ exp(−eγ), then
P(
∑
i≤w
f(Yi) > Cw) < exp(−Ω(w))
for some universal constant C.
Proof. Take some T0, sufficiently large constant, and consider a sequence Tk = 2
kT0, together with functions
fk : [M ]→ {0, 1} given by fk(x) := [x > Tk]. Let µk := wE fk(X), and notice that because of the assumed
tail bounds on function f we have µk ≤ w exp(−e2kT0).
We can bound value of
∑
f(Yi) in terms of fk as follows∑
f(Yi) ≤ O(w) + T0
∑
k≥0
2k
∑
i≤w
fk(Yi).
We shall bound all terms
∑
i fk(Yi) separately. Let us take k1 smallest such that µk1 ≤ 1 (i.e. Tk1 ≈
ln lnw) and k2 smallest such that µk2 ≤ exp(−w) — we have Tk2 = Θ(lgw).
Firstly, by Markov inequality P(
∑
i≤w fk2(Yi) ≥ 1) ≤ µk2 ≤ exp(−w), so with probability 1− exp(−w),
we have
∑
f(Yi) ≤ O(w) +
∑
k≤k2 2
k
∑
i≤w fk(Yi).
We will bound terms between 0 and k1, and terms in the range k1 and k2 separately. For k1 < k < k2,
we can use the Chernoff-type inequality guaranteed by the sampler. Indeed, for k > k1, we have µk <
w exp(−e2 ln lnw) < exp(− 12 (lnw)2), and therefore if we pick γk := wln2 wµ−1k > exp((lnw)2) we have by the
definition of strong sampler
P(
∑
i≤w
fk(Yi) > w/ lg
2 w) < exp(−Ω( w
lg2 w
lg2 w)) = exp(−Ω(w)).
If this (exponentially unlikely) event does not hold for any k in this range, we have
∑
k1<k≤k2
∑
i≤w Tkfk(Yi) ≤∑
k1≤k≤k2 T0 lnw
w
ln2 w
= O(w), because k2 = O(lgw).
Let us now focus on the range k < k1, and let us consider γk such that γkµk = 3
−kw. For k < k1 we
have γk < w < exp(ln
2 w), so the sampler guarantee gives us
P(
∑
i≤w
f(Yi) > γkµk) ≤ exp(−3−kw lg γk) (13)
Clearly, if neither of those events hold, we have∑
k≤k1
∑
i≤w
Tkf(Yi) ≤
∑
k≤k1
T02
k3−kw = O(w)
It is enough to bound the failure probability in Eq. (13). We have lg γk = −k lg 3 + lgw − lg µk =
−k lg 3 + lg P(f(X) > Tk) > k lg 3. As such, for any fixed k, we have P(
∑
i ≤ wf(Yi) > γkµk ≤ exp(−w),
and by union bound the failure probability is bounded by exp(−w + lg k1) < exp(−Ω(w)).
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First, let us observe that Theorem 35 and Lemma 36 implies that
Lemma 37. For w2 ≥ K lgR, there exist an explicit function Ξ0 : {0, 1}s0 × [w2] → [M ] such that set
{Ξ0(U, 1), . . .Ξ0(U,w2)} is C-small except with probability exp(−cw2).
The seed length is s0 = O(lgM + w2 lg2 w2).
Proof. Consider Ξ0 as in Theorem 35 with parameter λ = O(exp(lg2 w2)). We know that for every specific
gt, with probability exp(−Ω(w2)), the sum over the generated sequence satisfies
∑
t≤w2 gt(Ξ0(U, i)) ≤ Cw2.
We can union bound over all t ≤ R, so the probability that Ξ0(U, ∗) fails to be C-small is bounded by
exp(−Ω(w2) + lgR) = exp(−Ω(w2)), as long as K in the statement of the lemma is sufficiently large
constant.
In what follows we will use as a building block the construction guaranteed by the following theorem
Theorem 38 ([Zuc97, GUV09] [Vad12] Corollary 6.24). There exist an explicit (ε, δ)-averaging sampler
Γ : {0, 1}s × [W ]→ [M ], with s = O(lgM + lg δ−1) and W = poly(ε−1, lg δ−1, lgM).
We shall use such a sampler to subsample a set of seeds for the expander random walks discussed in
Lemma 37. We can ensure that except with probability exp(−Ω(w)) the subsampled set of seeds has the
same fraction of seeds generating C-small sets.
Lemma 39. For any w > KR and w2 satisfying K lgR < w2 < w, there exist c and an explicit function
Ξ1 : {0, 1}s1 × [W ]→ [M ]w2 such that
P
x∈Unif({0,1}s1 )
(#{w : G1(x,w) is not C-small} > 2 exp(−cw2)W ) < exp(−Ω(w))
The seed length here is s1 := O(lgM + w) and W = poly(w, exp(w2), lgM).
Proof. Take Γ to be (exp(−cw2), exp(−w))-averaging sampler, where c is such that Ξ0 from Lemma 37
provides a C-small set except with probability exp(−cw2). Consider function Ξ1(S, i) = Ξ0(Γ(S, i), ∗), i.e.
[Ξ1(S, i)]j = Ξ0(Γ(S, i), j). The required properties follow from definition of the averaging sampler applied
to the indicator function of f : {0, 1}s0 → {0, 1} with f(s) = 1 if and only if Ξ0(S, ∗) yields a C-small
sequence.
Finally, we are ready to prove the main lemma in this section.
Proof of Lemma 11. Given w > KR1/2, take w2 = Θ(lgw) large enough to apply Lemma 39, and w1 large
enough with w1w2 = Θ(w). Take Ξ1 as in the Lemma 39, and note that with the setting of parameters
w2 = Θ(lgw) and w ≥ (lgM)Ω(1), we have in fact W = wO(1). Consider the decomposition of the seed
S ∈ {0, 1}s as S = (S1, S2) ∈ {0, 1}s = {0, 1}s1+s2 , and let us focus on collection A = Ξ1(S1, ∗) of W
sequences in [M ]. We know that, except with probability exp(−Ω(w)) over choice of the seed S1, we most
of the sequences in A is C-small — only 2 exp(−cw2) fraction of all sequences is not C-small. Let us use S2
to pick a uniformly random sequence of indices from [W ] — to achieve this, we need s2 = Θ(w1 lgW ). Note
that if A indeed satisfies that #{i : [A]i is C-small < 2 exp(−cw2)}, then for a uniformly random indices
i1, i2, . . . iw1 ∈ [W ], we have
P(#{j : [A]ij ] is C-small} > w1/2) ≤
(
w1
w1/2
)
exp(−w2)w1/2 ≤ 2w1 exp(−Ω(w)) = exp(−Ω(w))
The total seed length is s = s1 + s2 = O(lgM +w) +O(w1 lgW ) = O(lgM +w+ wlgw lgw) = O(lgM +
w).
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A Appendix
In this section, for the sake of completeness, we will discuss space complexity of the optimal algorithm with
constant probability proposed in [KNW10] — we use it as a building block in Section 5. The existence
of the algorithm as described below was proven in [KNW10], as well as the fact that it returns correct
answer with large constant probability. In what follows we describe the KNW algorithm, and provide more
detailed analysis of the space complexity of this algorithm — in the original paper, it was shown only that
for 1ε2 > lg n, the total space consumption is O( 1ε2 ) with large constant probability. The condition 1ε2 > lgn
could have been assumed without loss of generality in the original setting, it is not the case in our application.
The correctness of this algorithm (with large constant probability) has been shown in [KNW10], it also
follows from the proofs in Section 6. In particular in the proof of Theorem 6 it is shown how to deduce
strictly stronger statement. We do not discuss it in this appendix.
Theorem 13. There is an algorithm Fε which gives a (1+ ε)-approximation to F (t)0 with probability at least
5
6 , assuming access to an oracle providing strong tracking of F
(t)
0 with constant factor approximation C, and
oracle access to O(lg n+poly lg(1/ε)) additional random bits. The space usage of this algorithm at any given
time t (excluding random bits mentioned above), denoted by W (t), satisfies
P(W (t) >
C2
ε2
) ≤ ε4 (2)
and
P(W (t) >
λ
ε2
) ≤ exp(−eΩ(λ)). (3)
Moreover for t1 < t2 such that |S(t1)| ≥ |S(t2)|/2 we have
W (t1) ≤W (t2) +O( 1
ε2
) (4)
for some universal constant C.
Proof. Consider some P = C0ε2 with large constant C0 (depending on C) and some constant D0 to be specified
later. We will pick a random pairwise independent hash function h3 : [n] → [P 2], and random polylog(P )-
wise independent hash function h4 : [P
2]→ [P ]. We set h2 := h4 ◦h3, and we take h1 : [n]→ [n] to be 8-wise
independent hash function. The total number of random bits necessary to access is O(lg n + poly lgP ) =
O(lg n+ poly lg 1ε ).
We assume access to F˜
(t)
0 such that for every t we have F
t
0 ≤ F˜ (t)0 ≤ CF (t)0 . For each i ∈ [P ] we consider
Z
(t)
i := max{lsb(h1(s)) : s ∈ S(t), h2(s) = i}, and we store Zˆ(t)i := max{−1, Z(t)i − D(t)}, where D(t) :=
lg F˜
(t)
0 − lg 1ε2 −D0. At time t, we consider Q(t) := #{i : Z
(t)
i ≥ 0}, and we report Fˆ (t) := Φ−1K (Q(t))2D
(t)
.
Let us consider total space used by all the counters Zi. We need to use O(P ) bits to store all coun-
ters for which value of Z
(t)
i is −1, and space necessary to store counters with Z(t)i ≥ 0 is bounded by∑
i∈S(t) lg max(1, lsb(h1(s)) −D(t)). Hence, the space used by the algorithm at time t is bounded as
W (t) ≤ O(P ) +
∑
i∈S(t)
lgmax(1, lsb(h1(s))−D(t)) ≤ O(P ) +
∑
i∈S(t)
max(0, lsb(h1(s)) −D(t))
Note that for fixed t, variables Ks := max(0, lsb(h1(s))−D(t)) are 8-wise independent (because h1 was). For
fixed s the random variable Ks have strongly decaying tails, i.e. P(Ks > λ) = P(lsb(h1(s)) > D
(t) + λ) ≤
2−D
(t)−λ ≤ 2D0
ε2Fˆ (t)
2−λ. We can apply Lemma 44 to appropriately rescaled Ks, with p = 8 and µi = 2
D0
ε2Fˆ (t)
.
With this choice of µi we have
1
ε2 · 2
D0
C ≤
∑
µi ≤ 1ε2 2D0 , so the conditions of this lemma are satisfied, and
the conclusion of the lemma yields
P(
∑
s∈S(t)
Ks > C1
1
ε2
) ≤ C2ε42−D0
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We can now take D0 such that that 2
−D0C2 ≤ 1 to finish the proof of Eq. (2).
Let us now turn our attention to the proof of (3). Observe that P(W (t) > λε2 ) ≤ P(∃i ∈ [P ], s.t. lg Zˆi >
C1λ) = P(∃s ∈ S(t), s.t. lsb(h1(s)) > D(t) + 2C1λ), where C1 is a constant depending on C0. Using union
bound, this latter quantity is bounded as follows
P(∃s ∈ S(t), s.t. lsb(h1(s)) > D(t) + 2Cλ) ≤ F (t)0 P(lsb(h1(s0)) > P (t) + 2C1λ) ≤
2D0C
ε2
2−2
C1λ
.
Which yields a bounds of form P(W (t) ≥ λε2 ) ≤ C2ε2 2−2
C1λ
. On the other hand, by Lemma 44 we have
P(W (t) ≥ λε2 ) ≤ ε
4
λ8 . We can combine those two bounds for different ranges of λ to get P(W
(t) ≥ λε2 ) ≤
exp(−eΩ(λ)). Indeed, for λ < lg lg 1ε2 we already have 1ε4 < exp(−eΩ(λ)) whereas for λ > lg lg 1ε2 we have
1
ε2 exp(−eλ) < exp(−eλ/2).
Finally, to show (4), note thatW (t1) ≤∑i⌈lg(Z(t1)i −D(t1))⌉ ≤∑i⌈lg(Z(t2)i −D(t1), because Z(t2)i ≥ Z(t1)i .
By subadditivity of logarithm, we have W (t1) ≤ ∑i⌈lg(Z(t2)i −D(t2)⌉ + P (D(t2) −D(t1)) ≤ W (t2) + O(P ),
where (D(t2) −D(t1) = O(1) follows from the fact that D(t2) −D(t1) = lg Fˆ
(t2)
0
Fˆ
(t1)
0
, and since Fˆ (t) is a constant
approximation to F
(t)
0 , this quantity is bounded by lg
F
(t2)
0
F
(t1)
0
+ O(1), and by assumption on t2, t1, we have
lg
F
(t2)
0
F
(t1)
0
≤ O(1).
A.1 Probabilistic inequalities
Lemma 40. Let Z1, . . . Zk be a sequence of non-negative, p-wise independent random variables (for some
even p), satisfying ‖Z‖p ≤ C. Then
‖
∑
(Zi − EZi)‖p . C√p
√
k
Proof. Take Yi independent, with marginal distribution Yi ∼ Zi − EZi. Because ‖
∑
(Zi − EZi)‖pp is a
polynomial of degree p in variables Zi, and Yi are independent, it follows that ‖
∑
(Zi−EZi)‖p = ‖
∑
Yi‖p,
and it is enough to bound this second quantity. We can use symmetrization argument, to deduce that
‖∑Yi‖p . ‖∑ εiYi‖p where εi are independent random signs.
Indeed, consider Y˜i distributed identically as Yi and independent from those, then
‖
∑
Yi‖p = ‖
∑
(Yi − E Y˜i)‖p ≤ ‖
∑
(Yi − Y˜i)‖p
= ‖
∑
εi(Yi − Y˜i)‖p ≤ 2‖
∑
εiYi‖p.
We can now condition on Yi and use Khnitchine inequality [Gar07, Theorem 12.3.1] to bound
‖
∑
εiYi‖p =
(
E(
∑
εiYi)
p
)1/p
.
√
p
(
E(
∑
Y 2i )
p/2
)1/p
=
√
p
√
‖
∑
Y 2i ‖p/2
≤ √p
√∑
‖Y 2i ‖p/2
≤ √p
√∑
‖Yi‖2p
≤ C√p
√
k
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Lemma 41. For every p there exist Cp, C˜p such that if non-negative independent random variables Z1, . . . Zk
satisfy EZsi ≤ µi for all 1 ≤ s ≤ p, where
∑
µi ≥ 1 then
‖
∑
Zi‖p ≤ Cp
∑
µi (14)
and moreover
‖
∑
(Zi − EZi)‖p ≤ C˜p
√∑
µi (15)
Proof. It is enough to prove ineqialities (14) and (15) for all values p that are powers of two. We will proceed
by showing (14) by induction over p. The case p = 1 is trivial: ‖∑Zi‖1 = ∑EZi ≤ ∑µi. For p > 1, let
us take Yi := Zi − EZi. We have
‖
∑
Zi‖p ≤
∑
EZi + ‖
∑
Yi‖p (16)
Now we can use standard symmetrization argument to bound ‖∑Yi‖p. Let us take Y˜i to be independent
random variables with the same distribution as Yi, and εi to be independent uniform ±1 random variables.
We have
‖
∑
Yi‖p = ‖
∑
(Yi − E Y˜i)‖p ≤ ‖
∑
(Yi − Y˜i)‖p
= ‖
∑
εi(Yi − Y˜i)‖p ≤ 2‖
∑
εiYi‖p (17)
We can now condition on Yi and use Khintchine inequality to deduce
‖
∑
εYi‖p =
(
E(
∑
εiYi)
p
)1/p
.
√
p‖
∑
Y 2i ‖1/2p/2 ≤
√
p‖
∑
Z2i ‖1/2p/2
By applying inductive hypothesis to random variables Z2i we obtain
‖
∑
Yi‖p ≤ 2‖
∑
εYi‖p . √p
√
Cp/2
√∑
µi
proving inequality (15). Finally, we can can compose this last inequality with inequality (16), to deduce
‖
∑
Zi‖p ≤
∑
µi +K
√
p
√
Cp/2
√∑
µi ≤ (1 +K
√
pCp/2)(
∑
µi)
which completes the proof of inductive hypothesis with Cp = (1 +K
√
pCp/2).
Lemma 42. Let Z be a non-negative random variable satisfying for some T , that P(Z > λT ) ≤ µ exp(−λ).
Then EZp ≤ p!T pµ.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that T = 1. We can bound
EZp =
∫ ∞
0
tp−1 P(Z > t) t.
≤ µ
∫ ∞
0
tp−1e−t t..
Now by repeatedly applying integration by parts, we obtain∫ ∞
0
tp−1e−t t. = (p− 1)
∫ ∞
0
tp−2e−t t.
= · · ·
= (p− 1)!
∫ ∞
0
e−t t. = (p− 1)!,
which completes the proof of the desired inequality.
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Corollary 43. Let Z1, . . . Zk be a sequence of non-negative random variables satisftying for some T that
P(Zi > Tλ) ≤ µi exp(−λ). Then ‖
∑
(Zi − EZi)‖p . C˜pT
√∑
µi, where C˜p is a constant that depends only
on p.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 42 and Lemma 41.
Lemma 44. Let Z1, . . . Zk be a sequence of p-wise independent non-negative random variables, satisfying
P(Zi > λ) ≤ µi exp(−λ). Then for some universal constant K, and constant C˜p depending only on p we
have for all λ > K following tail bound
P(
∑
Zi > λ
∑
µi) ≤ 1
λp
(
C˜p∑
µi
)p/2
.
Proof. Note that for random variables as above we have EZi ≤ K0µi for some universal constant µi. Let
us pick K = 2K0, such that P(
∑
Zi > λ
∑
µi) ≤ P(
∑
(Zi − EZi) > λ2
∑
µi). By Chebyshev inequality we
have
P(
∑
(Zi − EZi) > λ
2
∑
µi) ≤
(
2
‖∑(Zi − EZi)‖p
λ
∑
µi
)p
.
We can bound the numerator in this expression using Corollary 43, i.e. ‖∑(Zi − EZi)‖p ≤ C˜p√∑µi,
to deduce desired probability bound.
Lemma 45. Let f : Σn → R be function with bounded differences (i.e. for any σ1, . . . σn and σ′j we have
|f(σ1, . . . σn)− f(σ1, . . . , σ′j , . . . σn)| ≤ 1), and let X1, . . . Xn be a sequence of independent random variables.
Consider a Doob martingale Sj := E[f(X1, . . . Xn) | X1, . . .Xj ]. Then for any i, j ≤ n we have
‖Si − Sj‖p . √p
√
i − j
Proof. Note that martingale Sj has bounded increments: Sj − Sj−1 ≤ 1 with probability 1. By Azuma
inequality random variable Si − Sj is subgaussian with variance O(|i − j|), and hence the moments are
bounded by those of corresponding gaussian.
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